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You are here: Home → Spreadsheet → Classify quadrilaterals With this spreadsheet generator, you can create spreadsheets to classify (identify, name) quadrilaterals, in PDF or html formats. There are seven special types of quadrilaterals: square, rectangle, rhombus, parallelogram, trapezoid, kite, scales, and these spreadsheets ask students to name quadrilaterals among these
seven types. You can check the number of issues, workspace, borders around the issues, the image size, and additional instructions. All worksheets come with an answer key. Here are some quick links for ready-made worksheets. Update the worksheet page to get another of the same type. Additional title and instructions (HTML allowed) Here is a non-intimidating way to prepare
students for formal geometry. The key to geometry workbooks introduces students to a wide range of geometric discoveries when making step-by-step constructions. Using just a pencil, compass and straightedge, students begin drawing lines, bisecting angles and reproducing segments. Later, they make sophisticated constructions involving over a dozen steps - and are asked to
form their own generalizations. When they are finished, students will have been introduced to 134 geometric terms and will be ready to cope with formal evidence. = &gt; Learn more In this worksheet we will practice defining quadrilaterals and classifying them as squares, rectangles, trapezoids, rhombuses or none of these. Q3: How many vertex has a quadrilateral? Q4: What is
common between the following shapes? All shapes contain right angles. BAll shapes contain perpendicular side. CAll forms are quadrilateral. DAll shapes contain one pair of duplicate pages. EAll shapes are equilateral. Q5: What is the name of this quadrilateral? Aa rectangle Ba rhombus Ca parallelogram Da trapezoid Ea square Q6: Which of the following labels given
quadrilateral? Arectangle, square Btrapezoid Ctrapezoid, square Dtrapezoid, rhombus Erectangle, rhombus Q7: What is the name of this quadrilateral? Aa trapezoid Ba parallelogram Ca square Da rectangle Ea rhombus Q8: Is the following quadrilateral a rhombus? Q9: Is the following quadrilateral a square? Q10: Identify the list all members share the property as each pair of
their opposite pages is parallel. Aa rectangle, a triangle, a square, a parallel togram Ba quadrilateral, a square, a parallel togram, a rectangle Ca rectangle, a triangle, a parallelogram, a rhombus Da rectangle, a square, a parallelogram, a rhombus Ea rectangle, a square, etogram parallel, a trapezeZZQ11: Which of the following statements correctly describes a feature of the given
shape? AIt has only 1 pair of perpendicular sides. BIt has 2 right angles and a pair of parallel sides. CIt is equal. DDIt has 2 pairs of parallel sides. EIt has 4 angles equal in dimensions. Q12: Does a parallelogram always have four symmetry lines? Q13: Does a rombe have four lines of symmetry? Q14: ≤, =, or ≥ to following: following: of lines of symmetry of the square number of
lines with symmetry of rhombus. Q15: How many symmetry lines have a parallelogram? Q16: How many symmetry lines does a rectangle usually have? Aone Bnone Ctwo Dthree Efour Q17: Is the number of lines of symmetry of a square smaller than, equal to or greater than the number of lines of symmetry of a rectangle? AGreater than BEqual to CLess than Q18: Does a
square have four lines of symmetry? Q19: Is the number of lines of symmetry of a rombe, less than, equal to or greater than the number of lines of symmetry of a rectangle? AGreater than BLess than CEqual to Q20: How many lines of symmetry have a square? A4 lines of symmetry Btwo, which only diagonals are included Cone line of symmetry Dzero lines of symmetry Etwo, as
diagonals are not included Q21: Is this quadrilateral a square? Q22: Is this quadrilateral a rectangle? Q23: How many angles does a rump have? Q24: Is this quadrilateral a rectangle? Q25: How many vertex does a trapezoid have? Review this stack of quadrilaterals spreadsheets, meticulously prepared for students in kindergarten through high school. Included here are sufficient
exercises to gain an in-depth knowledge of various quadrilaterals such as squares, rectangles, parallelograms, trapezoids, rhombuses and dragons. The step-by-step approach begins with identifying the types of quadrilaterals and moves to calculate the perimeter, area and find angles in quadrilaterals. Quadrilaterals Diagrams Familiarize children with the different types of
quadrilaterals and their characteristics; use the visually appealing charts. Analyze the family tree and understand the similarities and differences between quadrilaterals as well. Identifying Quadrilaterals Spreadsheets Identifying quadrilaterals spreadsheets have ample PDFs to recognize and name quadrilaterals, sort them as quadrilateral or not a quadrilateral, draw and classify
quadrilaterals, and solve 'Who am I?' puzzles; to mention only a few. Square Worksheets This batch of square worksheets offers skills for beginners to identify and color squares, followed by computing perimeter and area of squares. Learn to determine the page lengths from diagonal measures and vice versa and much more. Rectangle suggestions The matrix of rectangle
worksheets contains varied exercises about recognizing rectangle, calculating the area and circumference of rectangles, finding the area of rectangular paths and rectangular shapes, finding out the specified angles and much more. Parallelogram spreadsheet Strengthen skills with this compilation of parallelograms worksheet. Identify the parallel frames with and without the
specified page dimensions and congruent parts, find the page lengths and diagonal lengths, calculate the area and circumference, find the angles and much more! Trapezoidal suggestions This assortment consists of spreadsheets on the classification of trapezoids such as scales, rectifiers or right; based on their congruent parts. Learn to segment length, calculate the area and
circumference of trapezoids and more. Rhombus Spreadsheet The printable rhombus worksheets consist of charts to identify rhombuses based on pages, diagonals and angles, and a variety of PDF files to practice finding page lengths and diagonal measures by solving linear equations to find 'x', determine the area and circumference and find the angle targets as well. Kite
spreadsheets This compact collection of kite worksheets envelops charts, and skills to identify dragons using the specified measures and congruent parts, find page length, range, perimeter, angles and much more. Circumference of quadrilaterals spreadsheets Calculate the circumference of various special quadrilaterals such as squares, rectangles, parallelograms, rhombuses,
dragons and trapezoids with this variety of worksheets with dimensions presented as integer and decimals, understanding congruent property and solving algebraic expressions to find the page length. Area of Quadrilaterals Spreadsheets Get a huge collection of spreadsheets on the site quadrilaterals to increase your practice in finding area quadrilaterals with dimensions
expressed as whole numbers and fractions, finding the missing parameters of quadrilaterals and more. Angles in Quadrilaterals Spreadsheet Learn the application of angular properties of quadrilaterals; Find out the measurements at the specified angles, also solve for 'x' to determine the angles of special quadrilaterals to name just a few. Example worksheet Deprecated function:
Methods with the same name as their class will not be constructors in a future version of PHP; ctools_context has a deprecated constructor in require_once() (line 127 of /home/tusa/public_html/sites/all/modules/ctools/ctools.module). Deprecated function: Methods with the same name as their class will not be constructors in a future version of PHP; ctools_context_required has a
deprecated constructor in require_once() (line 127 of /home/tusa/public_html/sites/all/modules/ctools/ctools.module). Deprecated function: Methods with the same name as their class will not be constructors in a future version of PHP; ctools_context_optional has a deprecated constructor in require_once() (line 127 of /home/tusa/public_html/sites/all/modules/ctools/ctools.module).
Deprecated function: Methods with the same name as their class will not be constructors in a future version of PHP; panels_cache_object has a deprecated constructor in require_once() (line 127 of /home/tusa/public_html/sites/all/modules/ctools/ctools.module). In exercises 1-5, first complete the sentence then outline the figure in your answer. 1) A ____________________ is a
quadrilateral with both pairs of opposite sides in parallel. 2) A __________________ is a parallelogram with four congruent pages. 3) A __________________ is a parallelogram with four right sides. 4) A ____________________ is a parallelogram with four congruent sides and four right angles. 5) A ____________________ is a quadrilateral with pair of congruent adjoining sides
congruent and no congruent opposite sides. 6) A ____________________ is a quadrilateral with exactly one pair of parallel pages. 7) A ____________________ is a trapezoid whose nonparallel opposite sides are congruent. Judging by appearance, classify each quadrilateral in as many ways as possible. Find the values for the variables. Then you will find the lengths of the
pages. 12) Square 13) Isosceles Trapeze Trapeses
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